TASKI Jontec Forward SD

Alkaline floor cleaner, low foam - concentrate

Product description:




TASKI Jontec Forward SmartDose is a concentrated, heavy-duty alkaline floor
cleaner. It’s low foaming formula removes heavy soil, dirt and grease from
all water-resistant, non-protected hard floors. The product can be used with
all cleaning methods on all types of water resistant floors. Also ideal for top
stripping of protected floors.
Thanks to its smart packaging, the SmartDose concept allows to easily,
safely and accurately dose concentrated cleaning products. SmartDose is
the solution of choice when combining performance, safety for the user and
environment responsibility. SmartDose is used at low dosages, limiting the
use and disposal of chemicals into the environment and packed in recyclable
material.

Key properties:






Highly concentrated combination of surfactants and alkaline chemicals
Good emulsifying power
Low foaming, fast acting
Formulated to prepare floors for top coating
SmartDose system allows simple, accurate, safe dosage of super
concentrated chemicals

Benefits:








www.diversey.com

Very good cleaning performance on most types of water-resistant hard
floors
Effectively cleans and removes dirt, grease and maintenance product
build-up
Ideal for use in scrubber driers
Ideal product for top stripping polish from floors before re-coating
Convenient and controlled dosing through the SmartDose system
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Use instructions
Proper dosage saves costs and minimises environmental impacts. The SmartDose dosing system can be used for controlled dosing
into buckets or machine tanks.

Dosage

Number of fillings

For manual and mechanical cleaning
 Buckets filled with 10L water 0.2%
 Scrubber drier filled with 20L water 0.2%
 Scrubber drier filled with 20L water at 0.4%
 Buckets filled with 10L water at 0.4%

70
35
17
35

Application
Manual cleaning with mop and bucket: Fill the bucket with 10L of water. Turn the yellow head to bucket position, pull head up fully
then push down fully to release the product into the bucket. Use 1 bucket SmartDose shot per 10L of water in the bucket. Apply the
solution to the floor using a mop, allow to act and then remove soiled solution.
Mechanical cleaning with Scrubber drier: Fill the scrubber drier tank with water. Turn the yellow head to scrubber drier position, pull
head up fully then push down fully to release the product into the water tank. Use 1 scrubber drier SmartDose shot per 20L of water in
the machine tank. Apply the solution via the scrubber drier according to instructions.
Top stripping with mop and bucket: Fill the bucket with 10L of water. Turn the yellow head to scrubber drier position, pull head up fully
then push down fully to release the product into the bucket. Use 1 Scrubber drier SmartDose shot per 10L of water Apply the solution
to the floor, allow to act for 5 minutes, scrub and remove the soiled solution. Damp mop floor before applying polish.
Top stripping with scrubber drier: Fill the scrubber drier tank with water. Turn the yellow head to scrubber drier position, pull head up
fully then push down fully to release the product into the machine tank. Use 2 scrubber drier SmartDose shots per 20L water.
Apply the solution to the floor, allow to act for 5 minutes, scrub and remove the soiled solution with machine. Damp mop floor before
applying polish.
Important: Do not use on alkali- and water-sensitive floors. Test material compatibility in a small inconspicuous area before use.
Immediately remove any solution splashes from alkali-sensitive surfaces (e.g. wooden baseboards, painted/varnished surfaces) with a
wet cloth. Do not use on unsealed wood.
Technical data
Appearance

clear, colourless liquid

Relative density (20°C):

1.03

pH-value neat:

11.0 – 11.5

The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a specification.

Product

Pack size

Article code

TASKI Jontec Forward SD

1X1.4L

7520206

Safe handling
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Material Safety Data Sheet. Only for professional users / specialists.

Storage information
Store in original closed containers away from extremes of temperature.

Environmental information
The surfactants used in this product are biodegradable in compliance with the requirement of EC Directives 73/404/EEC and 73/405/EEC and their
subsequent amendments.
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